Abstract-Fetal ECG (FECG) telemonitoring is an important branch in telemedicine. The design of a telemonitoring system via a low-power wireless body-area network for ambulatory use is highly desirable. As an emerging technique, compressed sensing (CS) shows great promise in compressing data with low power consumption. However, due to some specific characteristics of FECG recordings such as non-sparsity and strong noise contamination, current CS algorithms generally fail in this application.
interference, which include maternal ECG (MECG), instrumental noise, artifacts caused by muscle, uterine contractions and respiration. Further, the gestational age and the position of the fetus also affect the strength of FECG in abdominal recordings. Up to now various signal processing and machine learning methods have been proposed to obtain FECG, such as adaptive filtering [3] , wavelet analysis [4] , and blind source separation (BSS) or independent component analysis (ICA) [5] . Interested readers can refer to [4] , [6] , [2] for good surveys on these techniques.
Traditionally, pregnant women are required to frequently visit hospitals to get resting FECG monitoring. Now, the trend and desire is to allow pregnant women to get ambulatory monitoring of FECG. For example, pregnant women can stay at home. This can be achieved by wireless telemonitoring. In such a telemonitoring system, a wireless body-area network (WBAN) [7] integrates a number of sensors attached on a patient's skin, and uses ultra-low-power short-haul radios (e.g. Bluetooth Low End Extension Radio) in conjunction with nearby smart-phones or handheld devices to communicate via the Internet with the health care provider in a remote terminal. Telemonitoring is a convenient way for patients to avoid frequent visiting to hospitals and save lots of time and medical cost.
Among many constraints in WBAN-based telemonitoring systems [8] , the energy constraint is a primary design constraint [9] , [10] since a WBAN is battery operated. It is necessary to reduce power consumption as much as possible. This has to be done in a constrained environment. One constraint is that on-sensor computation should be minimum. Another constraint is that data should be compressed before transmitting (the compressed data will be used to reconstruct the original data in remote terminals). Unfortunately, most conventional data compression techniques such as wavelet-based algorithms dissipate lots of energy [11] . So, new compression techniques are needed urgently.
Compressed sensing (CS) [12] , [13] , [14] , an emerging signal processing technique, is a promising tool to cater to the two constraints. It uses a simple linear transform (i.e. a sensing matrix) to compress a signal, and then reconstructs the original signal by exploiting its sparsity. The sparsity refers to the characteristics that most entries of the signal are zero or near zero. When CS is used in WBAN-based telemonitoring systems, the compression stage is completed on data acquisition module before transmission, while the reconstruction stage is completed on workstations/computers at remote terminals. Based on a real-time ECG telemonitoring system, Mamaghanian et al. [11] showed that when using a sparse binary matrix as the sensing matrix, CS can greatly extend sensor lifetime and reduce energy consumption while achieving competitive compression ratio, compared to a wavelet-based compression method. They also pointed out that when the data collection and the compression are implemented together by analog devices before analog-to-digital converter (ADC), the energy consumption can be further reduced.
Although CS has achieved some successes in adult ECG telemonitoring [11] , [15] , it encounters difficulties in FECG telemonitoring. These difficulties essentially come from the conflict between more strict energy constraint in FECG telemonitoring systems and non-sparsity of raw FECG recordings.
The energy constraint is more strict in FECG telemonitoring systems due to the large number of sensors deployed. Generally, the number of sensors to receive raw FECG recordings ranges from 8 to 16, and sometimes extra sensors are needed to record maternal physiological signals (e.g. blood pressure, MECG, temperature). The large number of sensors indicates large energy dissipated in on-sensor computation. Given limited energy, this restricts the systems to perform other onsensor computation as little as possible. For CS algorithms, this means that they are required to directly compress raw FECG recordings with none or minimum pre-processing.
However, a problem is that raw FECG recordings are inherently non-sparse, which seriously deteriorates the reconstruction quality of CS algorithms. Raw FECG recordings differ from adult ECG recordings in that they are unavoidably contaminated by a number of strong noise and interference, as discussed previously. Most CS algorithms have difficulty in directly reconstructing such non-sparse signals. Although some strategies have been developed for non-sparse signals for general cases, the energy constraint prevents the use of these strategies.
This study proposes to use the block sparse Bayesian learning (bSBL) framework [16] , [17] to address these challenges. The bSBL framework, as a new framework solving the CS problems, has some advantages to conventional CS frameworks. It provides large flexibility to exploit spatial [18] , temporal [17] , and dynamic structure [19] of signals. Algorithms derived using this framework have superior performance to most existing CS algorithms [20] . Here, we discuss two interesting properties of the bSBL framework. One is its ability to reconstruct non-sparse signals with high quality. The other is its ability to exploit unknown structure of signals for better reconstruction quality. It is these two properties that enable the bSBL framework to achieve successes in wireless FECG telemonitoring. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other CS algorithms/frameworks that can achieve the same level of success.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces basic CS models and the bSBL framework. Section III shows experiment results on two typical FECG datasets. Section IV discusses some issues related to the bSBL framework and our experiments. Discussions and conclusions are given in the last two sections.
II. COMPRESSED SENSING (CS) AND BLOCK SPARSE BAYESIAN LEARNING (BSBL)
As in the 'digital CS' paradigm in [11] , we assume signals have passed through the analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
A. Compressed Sensing and Associated Models
Compressed sensing is a new data compression paradigm which relies on the sparsity of the signal to compress and reconstruct. The basic noisy model can be expressed as
where x ∈ R N ×1 is the signal to compress/reconstruct with length N . Φ ∈ R M×N (M ≪ N ) is a designed sensing matrix which linearly compresses x. v is a noise vector modeling errors incurred during this compression procedure or noise in the CS system. In the context of the task considered in this paper, x is a segment from a raw FECG recording, and y is the compressed data which will be transmitted via WBANs to remote terminals.
In remote terminals, using the designed sensing matrix Φ, CS algorithms reconstruct x from the compressed data y. Note that reconstructing x is an underdetermined inverse problem. By exploiting the sparsity of x it is possible to recover it with small errors in noisy environment [14] .
In many applications the signal x is not sparse, but sparse in some transformed domains such as the wavelet domain, i.e. x = Ψθ, where Ψ ∈ R N ×N is an orthonormal basis matrix of the transformed domain and θ is the coefficient vector representing x in the transformed domain. Thus the basic noisy model (1) becomes
where Ω ΦΨ. Since θ is sparse, CS algorithms can first reconstruct θ using y and Ω, and then reconstruct x by x = Ψθ. This method is useful for some kinds of signals. But as shown in our experiments later, this method still cannot help existing CS algorithms to reconstruct the original raw FECG recordings.
Sometimes the noise vector v can be ignored, but the signal x itself contains noise (called 'signal noise'). That is, x = u + n, where u is the clean signal and n is the signal noise. So the model (1) becomes
where w Φn is a new noise vector. This model is also called a 'noise-folding model' [21] , and can be viewed as a basic noisy CS model.
Most natural signals have rich structure. It is shown that exploiting the structure can improve performance (e.g. reducing reconstruction errors, increasing compression ratio, etc) [22] . A widely studied structure is the block structure [23] . A sparse signal with this structure can be viewed as concatenation of g blocks, i.e where x i ∈ R di×1 , and d i (i = 1, · · · , g) are not necessarily the same. Among the g blocks, only few blocks are nonzero. A signal with this block structure is called a block-sparse signal, and the model (1) with the block partition (4) is called a blocksparse model. It is known that exploiting such block structure can further improve recovery performance [22] , [23] .
A raw FECG recording can be roughly viewed as a blocksparse signal contaminated by signal noise. Figure 1 (a) plots a segment of a raw FECG recording. In this segment the parts from 20 to 60, from 85 to 95, and from 200 to 250 time points can be viewed as three significant nonzero blocks, while other parts can be viewed as concatenation of a number of zero blocks. Although entries in these 'zero blocks' are not strictly zero, these nonzero entries can be viewed as signal noise. But note that in FECG telemonitoring, the block partition of FECG recordings is unknown. Hence, raw FECG recordings can be modeled as a block-sparse model with unknown block partition and unknown signal noise in a noiseless environment.
Reconstructing x while exploiting its unknown block partition is very difficult. Up to now only several CS algorithms have been proposed for this purpose. Huang et al [24] proposed a greedy algorithm called StructOMP, which is based on the coding complexity of the signal to reconstruct. Yu et al [25] proposed a Bayesian CS algorithm called CluSS-MCMC, in which a hierarchical Bayesian model is used to model both the sparse prior and block prior. Faktor et al [26] proposed a Bayesian algorithm, called BM-MAP-OMP, which models the sparsity structure by a Boltzmann machine.
Recently we proposed the framework of block sparse Bayesian learning (bSBL) [16] , [17] , and derived a family of algorithms [16] . Their abilities to reconstruct less-sparse signals and structured signals with unknown block partition endow them with superior performance to existing algorithms. In the following we will briefly introduce it. Interested readers can refer to [16] , [17] , [27] , [28] for details.
B. Block Sparse Bayesian Learning (bSBL)
For a block-sparse signal x of the form (4), the bSBL framework models each block x i ∈ R di×1 as a parameterized multivariate Gaussian distribution:
where γ i is a nonnegative parameter controlling the blocksparsity of x, and B i ∈ R di×di is a positive definite matrix capturing the correlation structure of the i-th block. When γ i = 0, the corresponding i-th block, i.e. x i , becomes a zero block. Based on the assumption (5), the prior of x is p(x) ∼ N (0, Σ 0 ), where Σ 0 is a block-diagonal matrix with each principal block given by γ i B i . The noise vector is assumed to satisfy a multivariate Gaussian distribution, namely p(v) ∼ N (0, λI), where λ is a positive scalar and I is the identity matrix.
Based on this probabilistic model, three iterative algorithms [16] , [18] have been derived to reconstruct x. We choose the Bound-Optimization based Block SBL algorithm, denoted by BSBL-BO, for FECG telemonitoring since it has a good balance between speed and reconstruction performance. Its ability to reconstruct less-sparse signals is achieved by setting a γ i -pruning threshold 1 to a small value. The threshold is used to prune out small γ i during iterations of the algorithm (note that pruning out a γ i is equivalent to setting the corresponding block in x, i.e. x i , to a zero block). A smaller value of the threshold means fewer γ i are pruned out, and thus fewer blocks in x are forced to zero blocks. Consequently, the eventually estimated x is less sparse. In our experiments we set the threshold to 0, i.e. disabling the pruning mechanism.
BSBL-BO (and other algorithms derived in [16] ) has another ability, namely estimating and exploiting the correlation structure among entries in each block x i (i.e. the intra-block correlation) through learning the matrix B i . Our experiments will show this ability can allow it to achieve better reconstruction performance than approaches that cannot or do not exploit the correlation structure.
Although BSBL-BO needs users to define the block partition (4), we have shown [16] that it is not needed to require the user-defined block partition to be the same as the true block partition. In the next two sections we will further confirm this.
III. EXPERIMENTS
We carry out experiments using two datasets of raw FECG recordings. In the first dataset, the fetal heartbeat signals are nearly visible, while in the second dataset the fetal heartbeat signals are barely visible. Thus the two datasets provide a good diversity of recordings to verify the efficacy of our algorithm under various situations (e.g. different pregnancy weeks).
It is pointed out [11] that using sparse binary sensing matrices in CS algorithms can reduce energy consumption. So we adopt this suggestion and thus focus on the investigation of CS algorithms for compressing/reconstructing raw FECG recordings. In our experiments the sparse binary sensing matrix was of the size 125 × 250 and only 15 entries in each column were 1s. The locations of nonzero entries in each column were randomly selected. For the BSBL-BO algorithm, we defined its block partition as the one in (4) 
The choices of the sensing matrix size and the block partition were random. Section IV will show that the algorithm is not sensitive to the matrix size and the block partition.
For algorithm comparison, we chose eight important CS algorithms, each representing a family of algorithms and shown to have top-tier performance in its family. Thus the comparison results can be generalized to other related CS algorithms.
Since all CS algorithms used the same sparse binary matrix to compress FECG recordings, the energy consumption of each CS algorithm was the same (note that reconstruction of FECG recordings is done by software in remote terminals). Therefore we only present the reconstruction results.
In adult ECG telemonitoring or other applications, reconstruction performance is generally measured by comparing reconstructed recordings with original recordings using the mean square error (MSE) as a performance index. However, in our task reconstructing raw FECG recordings is not the final goal; the reconstructed recordings are further processed to extract a clean FECG using other advanced signal processing approaches (e.g. BSS/ICA). Due to the infidelity of the MSE for structured signals [29] , it is hard to see how the final FECG extraction is affected by the reconstruction errors measured by MSE. Some reconstruction errors on MECG or other interference/noise may not significantly affect the quality of the final extracted FECG. So, a more direct measure is to compare the extracted FECG from the reconstructed FECG raw recordings with the extracted one from the original raw recordings. In our experiments we used BSS/ICA algorithms to extract a clean FECG from the reconstructed recordings and a clean FECG from the original recordings. And then calculate the correlation between the two extracted FECGs. Figure 2 shows a set of real-world FECG recordings [30] , which is widely studied in the FECG community. The recordings are sampled at 250 Hz. The first five channel recordings are obtained by sensors placed on the maternal abdomen, while the last three channel recordings are obtained by sensors placed on the maternal chest. The most obvious activity is the maternal cardiac activity (the heart rate is around 84 per minute), which can be seen in all the recordings. The fetal cardiac activity (the heart rate is around 132 per minute) is very weak, which is nearly discernible in the first five abdominal recordings. The fourth recording is dominated by a baseline wonder caused by maternal respiration. Figure 1 gives a close-up view of the dataset. It is the segment of the first second of the second channel recording. In the segment two QRS complexes of MECG can be clearly seen, and two QRS complexes of FECG can be seen but not very clearly. Since MECG is much stronger than FECG, sometimes the QRS complexes of FECG are buried in the complexes of MECG, as shown in Fig.1 (d) .
A. FECG Data 1: FECG is Nearly Visible
First, we use the segment in Fig.1 (a) as an example to discuss the difficulties for reconstruction and illustrate the performance of all algorithms. We can clearly see that the segment is far from sparse; its every entry is non-zero. This brings a huge difficulty for existing CS algorithms to reconstruct the segment. In adult ECG telemonitoring, some thresholding methods [31] are used to remove entries with near-zero amplitudes. However, the thresholding methods cannot be used for FECG recordings. The amplitudes of FECGs are very small and even invisible (see the second dataset in the next subsection), and the strength of FECGs depend on several uncertain factors such as pregnancy weeks and fetus position. It is difficult or even impossible to choose an optimal threshold value. Besides, if one chooses BSS/ICA to extract clean FECG from reconstructed recordings, these thresholding methods may destroy the underlying ICA mixing structure 2 , thus invalidating BSS/ICA algorithms. For the same reasons, some heartbeat detection methods [32] which work well for adult ECGs also cannot be applied to FECG recordings.
We used the sparse binary sensing matrix described before to compress the segment. For BSBL-BO, we employed it in two ways. The first way was allowing it to adaptively learn and exploit intra-block correlation. The second way was by preventing it from exploiting the intra-block correlation, i.e. by fixing the matrices B i (∀) to identity matrices. The results are shown in Fig.3 , from which we see that exploiting the intra-block correlation allows the algorithm to reconstruct the segment with high quality. If not exploiting the correlation structure, the reconstruction quality is very poor; for example, the first QRS complex of FECG is missed in the reconstructed segment (Fig.3 (c) ).
Then we employed two groups of CS algorithms. One group are the algorithms based on the basic CS model (1), which do not exploit block structure of signals. These algorithms are CoSaMP [33] , Elastic-Net [34] , SL0 [35] , and EMBGAMP [36] . They are representative of greedy algorithms, of ℓ 1 /ℓ 2 mixed-norm based algorithms, of ℓ 0 -norm based algorithms, and of message passing algorithms, respectively. Their reconstructed results are shown in Fig.4 . Clearly, all of them fail to reconstruct the segment 3 . The second group are the algorithms estimating and exploiting structure of signals. They are the four algorithms mentioned in Section II-A, namely Block-OMP [23] , CluSS-MCMC [25] , StructOMP [24] , and BM-MAP-OMP [26] . Block-OMP needs a priori knowledge of block partition. We used the block partition in (4) with d 1 = · · · = d g = d and the block size d varied from 2 to 50. However, neither block size yielded meaningful results. Figure 5 (a) shows the result when the block size was set to 25. Figure 5 (b) shows the reconstruction result of CluSS-MCMC. StructOMP requires a priori knowledge of the sparsity (i.e. the number of nonzero entries in the segment). Since in the experiment we did not know the sparsity, we set the sparsity from 50 to 200. However, no sparsity value led to a useful result. Figure 5 (c) shows the result with the sparsity set to 120. Figure 5 (d) shows the result of BM-MAP-OMP. Clearly, all the four algorithms fail to reconstruct the segment.
Comparing all the results we can see only the BSBL-BO algorithm, if allowed to exploit intra-block correlation, can reconstruct the segment with satisfying quality. To further verify its ability, we used the same sensing matrix to compress the whole FECG recordings shown in Fig.2 , and used BSBL-BO to reconstruct them. The results are shown in Fig.6 . We can 3 The free parameters of these algorithms were tuned by try and error. But no values were found to give meaningful results. But admittedly the reconstructed recordings contained small errors. Since in FECG telemonitoring the final goal is to extract a clean FECG from the reconstructed FECG recordings using advanced signal processing methods such as BSS/ICA, we examined whether these small errors deteriorated the performance of these advanced signal processing methods. Particularly we examined whether the errors affected the performance of BSS/ICA. We used the eigBSE algorithm, a BSS algorithm proposed in [37] , to extract a clean FECG from the reconstructed recordings. The eigBSE algorithm exploits quasi-periodic characteristics of FECGs. Thus, if the quasiperiodic structure of FECGs and the ICA mixing structure of the recordings are distorted, the extracted FECGs will have poor quality.
The extraction result is shown in Fig.7 (a) . We can see the FECG is clearly extracted without losing any QRS complexes or containing residual noise/interference. For a comparison, we performed the eigBSE algorithm to extract the FECG from the original recordings. The result is shown in Fig.7 (b) . We can see the two extracted FECGs are almost the same. In fact, their correlation is 0.931. This result suggests that the BSBL-BO algorithm is very effective for FECG telemonitoring. 
B. FECG Data 2: FECG is Almost Invisible
Now we choose another FECG dataset to test BSBL-BO. In this set of recordings the FECG is almost invisible, so the dataset is more difficult for CS algorithms; any small distortions in the reconstruction may result in the failure of BSS/ICA to extract the FECG. The dataset comes from the Open-Source Electrophysiological Toolbox [38] , which consists of eight abdominal recordings of 246 seconds. The original sampling frequency is 1000 Hz. The recordings have passed an analog bandpass filter with a passband of 0.05-100 Hz. In our experiment we downsampled the data to 500 Hz, since in WBAN-based telemonitoring the sampling frequency rarely exceeds 500 Hz. And we only select a subset of recordings of 20 seconds for illustration. Figure 8 shows the recordings of the first 5 seconds.
As in the previous experiment, we used the same sensing matrix Φ to compress the recordings and then used CS algorithms to reconstruct them. Again, all the compared algorithms failed to reconstruct the recordings. To save space we do not display their results. Using the same block partition as in the previous experiment, BSBL-BO successfully reconstructed these recordings (results are not shown here). Then we applied another ICA algorithm, the FastICA algorithm [39] , to the reconstructed recordings by BSBL-BO. That we use another BSS/ICA algorithm is to show that the performance evaluation of BSBL-BO is independent of specific BSS/ICA algorithms. Three independent components (ICs) with clear physiological meanings were extracted by FastICA. Two of them were the components of the MECG and the third was the FECG (Fig.9) . Then we applied FastICA to the original recordings, also obtaining three ICs (Fig.10) . Comparing the results with those in Fig.9 , we do not see any distortions. In fact, the correlation between Fig.9 (a) and Fig.10 
C. Comparison Between BSBL-BO and CS Algorithms In the Wavelet Domain
To reconstruct less-sparse signals, a conventional approach in the CS field is to adopt the model (2) . The approach is first reconstructing θ using the received data y and the known matrix ΦΨ, and then calculating x by x = Ψθ. The dictionary matrix Ψ is often a wavelet transform matrix. In the following experiment we applied the previous CS algorithms using this approach. Since in [15] it is shown that Daubechies 4 wavelet can yield the sparsest representation of ECG, we set the dictionary matrix Ψ to be a Daubechies 4 wavelet transform matrix of the size 256 × 256. The sensing matrix Φ was a 128 × 256 sparse binary matrix with each column consisting of 15 entries of 1s. The dataset was the one used in Section III-B. We selected the recordings of the first 12.8 seconds to test algorithms, but here we only display results of the first 5 seconds for visualization.
First, we examined the sparsity of wavelet coefficients of a segment. Figure 12(a) shows the waveform of the segment and Figure 12 (b) shows its wavelet coefficients. Clearly, only few wavelet coefficients have large amplitudes, while the majority of coefficients have small amplitudes. The coefficients with large amplitudes correspond to significant characteristics in the segment such as the QRS complexes of the MECG. However, the coefficients with small amplitudes are also important. Very soon we will see that the reconstructed recordings by existing wavelet-based CS algorithms fail to maintain the underlying ICA mixing structure because these algorithms fail to reconstruct the wavelet coefficients with small amplitudes. We applied all the previous CS algorithms on the compressed data y to reconstruct x using this wavelet-based approach, and then used FastICA to separate the reconstructed recordings. Again, FastICA successfully extracted the FECG from the recordings reconstructed by BSBL-BO (not shown), but failed to extract the FECG from the recordings reconstructed by other CS algorithms. To save space, we only plot some of the results in Fig.13 , which shows the ICA decomposition of the original raw FECG recordings ( Fig.13(a) ), the ICA decomposition of the recordings reconstructed by BM-MAP-OMP (Fig.13(b) ), CluSS-MCMC (Fig.13(c) ), and EMBGAMP ( Fig.13(d) ). Clearly, although the significant characteristics (e.g. the MECG) is maintained in the reconstructed recordings by these CS algorithms, the ICA mixing structure is completely destroyed and no FECG is extracted. In contrast, the ICA decomposition of the recordings reconstructed by BSBL-BO is almost the same as the ICA decomposition of the original recordings. Due to space limit we omit it here.
IV. ISSUES ON THE PRACTICAL USE OF BSBL-BO
In previous experiments we used two specific sparse binary sensing matrices and set a specific block partition for BSBL-BO. In this section we will show that the choice of the sparse binary sensing matrix and the block partition is not crucial to the reconstruction performance of BSBL-BO. 
A. Effects of the Block Partition
In previous experiments BSBL-BO adopted a specific block partition, namely the location of the first entry of each block was 1, 26, 51, · · · , 226 (step by 25), respectively. A natural question is, is this block partition related to the block structure of FECGs and MECGs? Particularly, is this block partition designed such that the locations of QRS complexes of FECGs and MECGs are consistent with some of these blocks' locations? In fact, the answer is no. One can notice that in our experiments the block partition was the same for all the recording segments, while in each segment the locations of QRS complexes of FECGs and MECGs were different.
In all the previous experiments we used a fixed block size (d = 25). Another question is, whether the block size d affects the reconstruction quality and thus affects the extraction quality of BSS/ICA? To see this, we carried out the following experiments.
We used the same dataset shown in Fig.2 . The block partition was designed as follows: the location of the first entry of each block was 1, 1 + d, 1 + 2d, · · · , where the block size d ranged from 5 to 40. The sensing matrix was the one used in Section III-A. For each different d, we calculated the correlation between the FECG extracted from the reconstructed recordings and the one extracted from the original recordings (the BSS algorithm is the eigBSE algorithm used in Section III-A).
The results are shown in Fig.14 , from which we can see that the extraction quality is high (the correlation is above 0.9) for a large range of d. In fact, when d chose values from 6 to 30, the quality is satisfied. Figure 14 ( 
B. Effects of the Sensing Matrix Size
The sparse binary matrix Φ used in most experiment was of the size 125 × 250. One may ask another question: is the performance of BSBL-BO sensitive to the size of the sensing matrix? To answer this, we used a large sparse binary matrix whose size was 250 × 500. Its each column had 28 entries of 1 with random locations. Then we repeated the above experiment with d ranging from 5 to 40. The results are shown in Figure 15 . Compared to the previous experiment results (with the sensing matrix of the size 125×250), now the extraction quality maintains high quality for a much broader range of d.
C. Effect of Compression Ratio
Now we examine the effects of compression ratio (CR) on the quality of extracted FECGs from reconstructed recordings. Here the compression ratio is defined as
where N is the length of the original signal and M is the length of the compressed signal. We used the dataset shown in Figure 2 . The sparse binary sensing matrix was of the size M × N where N was fixed to be 250 while M varied from 70 to 200. For each value of M , we took 10 trials. In each trial, the sensing matrix was randomly generated, but its each column always contained 15 entries of 1. After the whole dataset was compressed using the sensing matrix, we used BSBL-BO to reconstruct the recordings, and then extracted a clean FECG from the reconstructed recordings using the eigBSE algorithm. The extraction quality was measured by its correlation to the FECG extracted from the original recordings. The results averaged over the 10 trials are shown in Figure 16 . Note that in previous experiments we have seen when the correlation is higher than 0.85, the extraction quality is acceptable for clinic diagnosis. So the results in Figure 16 indicate that satisfying quality can be achieved when CR does not exceed 60.
V. DISCUSSIONS The reconstruction of a raw FECG recording can be cast as a block sparse model with unknown block partition and unknown signal noise in a noiseless environment. To estimate and exploit the unknown block structure, our algorithm is based on a very simple and even counter-intuitive strategy. That is, the pre-defined block partition is not required to be consistent with the true block structure of the FECG recording. This strategy is completely different from the strategies used by other CS algorithms to deal with unknown block structure. The successes of our algorithm using this counter-intuitive strategy rely on the powerful ability of the SBL methodology. Theoretical explanation to this empirical phenomenon is an important topic in the future.
Admittedly, the performance of our algorithm is affected by the block size in the block partition. However, this does not limit its application to wireless FECG telemonitoring. First, we have shown its performance is not sensitive to the block size; a wide range of the block size can lead to satisfying results. Second, the inherent structure of both MECG and FECG does not change too much from case to case, and thus we have enough a priori knowledge to select a suitable block size. Besides, since the reconstruction is operated by software in remote terminals, it is convenient to provide choices for FECG diagnosticians to tune the block size in real-time telemonitoring.
Due to the energy constraint of WBANs as discussed in Section I, the reconstruction of raw FECG recordings requires CS algorithms to have the ability to reconstruct less-sparse signals. Based on our knowledge, the BSBL-BO algorithm is the only one that can directly reconstruct such less-sparse signals and can be used in FECG telemonitoring 4 . Its ability to exploit intra-block correlation is also helpful to reconstruct these structured recordings. Note that it is the first time that the ability of BSBL-BO to reconstruct less-sparse structured signals is revealed and verified by experiments on real-world datasets.
In this work we only focus on the algorithm aspect of wireless FECG telemonitoring. We do not consider system design and compare our algorithm with other conventional methods especially wavelet compression algorithms. The two topics are parts of our future work. However, the previous work by Mamaghanian et al. [11] paves a way for us. Note that essentially the difference between our work and the work by Mamaghanian et al. is the decoding side (i.e. the reconstruction by CS algorithms), which is implemented in software in remote terminals; in the encoding side both work adopted a similar sparse binary sensing matrix. Therefore the advantages of our algorithm in energy consumption and sensor life-time over the wavelet compression algorithms are clear as well. In addition, the entries of our sensing matrices are either zero or one, and the overwhelming majority of entries are zero. This greatly facilitates hardware design and cuts down device cost.
Also, we do not study the design of the sparse binary sensing matrices. Our choice on the sensing matrix is based on the result in [11] . However, it is possible to design a specific sparse binary sensing matrix which leads to higher reconstruction performance or lower algorithmic complexity [40] . Other practical issues such as quantization [41] also have to be studied.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Fetal ECG telemonitoring via wireless body-area networks with low-power constraint is a challenge for CS algorithms. In this work we showed that the block sparse Bayesian learning framework [16] , [17] can be successfully employed in this task. Its success relies on two unique abilities; one is the ability to reconstruct less-sparse structured signals, and the other is the ability to explore and exploit the unknown structure information of signals to improve performance. Although we focus on the wireless FECG telemonitoring, our algorithm can be used to many other e-Health applications, such as telemonitoring of adult ECG, and wireless electroencephalogram [42] .
